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ABSTRACT
As the performance of semantic reasoners change significantly with regard to all included characteristics, and therefore requires assessment and evaluation before selecting an
appropriate reasoner for a given application. There are
number of inference engines like Pellet, FaCT++, Hermit,
RacerPro, KaON2, F-OWL and BaseVISor. Some of them
are reviewed and tested for few prebuilt ontologies. Paper
presents a performance evaluation and comparison of semantic reasoner for ontology of Health and Anatomy domain.
Reasoners are characterized based on reasoning method, reasoning algorithm, computational complexity, classification,
scalability, query and rule support.
Keywords- OWL, Inference Engine, Semantic reasoner.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Semantic web is an emerging technology of next generation web paradigm, providing machine understandable information that is based on meaning. (Tim Berners-Lee, 2001).
OWL (Web Ontology Language) is knowledge representation language in semantic web, which describes basic concepts and relationships among them. To understand and
use data encoded in semantic web documents, represented
in OWL, requires an inference engine. OWL is further classified based on expressivity as OWL Lite and OWL DL, OWL
Full that are based on Description Logic (DL). OWL Lite is
less expressive than OWL DL and OWL Full is fully expressive language. Implicit knowledge can be inferred from the
given descriptions of concepts and roles in OWL. There are
two components of DL knowledge base: Terminology Box
(TBox) and Assertion Box (ABox). Most of the scalability
issues refer to size of TBox and ABox used with inference
engines.

1.1

Objective

To gain familiar with inference engine and techniques to
infer new knowledge from semantic web. To identify rea-
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soner characteristics that influences the choice of semantic
reasoner for a given semantic application.

2.

SEMANTIC REASONERS

A Semantic reasoner is a program that infers new set of
explicitly asserted axioms or facts. It provides several reasoning tasks like classification, consistency checking, satisfiability checking of concepts (Classes) and ontology, querying
etc. Different inference algorithms and inference engines are
used to discover new facts and knowledge with higher accuracy, scalability, efficiency and much smaller rule list. Performance analysis is done on following semantic reasoner:

2.1

Pellet

Performs data type reasoning, individual reasoning, absorption, nominal support, semantic branching, lazy unfolding, TBox partitioning and optimization in ABox query answering makes it more attractive for semantic web based
applications. Pellet system is based on tableaux algorithm
[1].

2.2

Fact++

It employs tableaux algorithm for SHOIQ DL. Performs
absorption, consistency check, extracts hidden knowledge
base, support complex reasoning by importing rules, synonym replacement and model merging [2].

2.3

Hermit

Hermit is an OWL-DL reasoner. Performs consistency
checking, identify subsumption relationships between classes,
check satisfiability and other reasoning tasks. It is based on
hyper-tableau calculus which provides more efficient reasoning than tableaux algorithm.

2.4

RacerPro

It is an OWL-DL (without nominals) reasoner, reasoning
on SHIQ. It performs basic reasoning tasks such as satisfiability, subsumption checking, consistency, ABox query etc.
It is based on tableaux algorithm [3].

3.

MOTIVATION

The semantic web data are annotated with semantic markups which are included in OWL. Therefore research and implementation of OWL inference engine is important topic
today. There are many semantic reasoners available for reasoning on semantic web application as described few of them

above. In state-of-the-art semantic web reasoners, reasoning is performed for OWL-DL which has high worst complexity. Assessment and evaluation of reasoners is essential
before it is used in live applications. It is also very essential to understand the time taken by reasoner to generate
classification results. There are number of inference engines
available for reasoning, but their performance is depends on
reasoning capability and knowledge base characteristics like
expressivity and size. Due to that it is difficult to choose
particular inference engine for a specific domain application
and this become more complex when evaluations are based
on large-scale of ontology.

4.

power consumption. CPU- Intel core I5 processor runs at
2.40 GHz, RAM - 4 GB, SYSTEM - 32 bit OS.

4.3

• Load Time: The time to load ontology in system and
check ABox consistency before performing any reasoning task.
• Classification Time: The time that is needed to classify the concepts of given ontology and generate class
hierarchy to solve further reasoning tasks.

METHODOLOGY

For an ideal comparison of semantic reasoner, it would be
desire to run all reasoners via same interface. Protg 4.1 is an
interface for Pellet, Fact++, Hermit and RacerPro reasoners
have been used for experiment. Protg is a GUI tool to create,
update and test set of ontologies. To measure performance
the latest available versions of the reasoners have been used:
Fact++ v1.5, Hermit- v3.0, Pellet- v2.3, and RacerPro- v2.0.

4.1

Data Set

The data set contains most of the ontologies that are well
established and widely used for testing reasoning services.
For performance evaluation Health and Anatomy based ontologies taken as data set, sub-domain of Bio-Medical ontology [4]. Ontologies are chosen based on characteristics
(Shown in Table-1) like DL expressivity, no. of axioms and
no. of individuals that affects the size of ontology and therefore the performance of reasoner to classify them.
1. Anatomy domain based ontologies
Bila.owl - Bilateria Anatomy AEO.owl - Anatomical
Entity Ontology DDAnatomy.owl - Dictyostelium discoideum anatomy Ontology, A structured controlled
vocabulary of the anatomy of the slime-mould Dictyostelium discoideum Cell.owl - The Cell Ontology is
designed as a structured controlled vocabulary for cell
types. Use by the model organism and other bioinformatics database. DC Cell.owl - Dendrite Cell Ontology, Representation of types of dendrite cell. Note
that the domain of this ontology is wholly subsumed
by the domain of the Cell ontology (CL).
2. Health domain based ontologies
AERO.owl - The Adverse Event Reporting Ontology
is an ontology aimed at supporting clinicians at the
time of data entry, increasing quality and accuracy of
reported adverse events. Doid.owl - Human Disease
Ontology, Creating a comprehensive hierarchical controlled vocabulary for human disease representation.
Flu.owl - Influenza Ontology Idomal.owl - Malaria Ontology, application ontology to cover all aspects of malaria
(clinical, epidemiological, biological, etc) as well as the
intervention attempts to control it.

4.2

CPU configuration

CPU is managed to provide minimum of 70 percent of
processing power to the protg. This was done with the help
of ”AUTORUN” tool. This tool provide the facility to halt
or stop a process, a service or anything which is running on
OS and gives complete control of processing and memory

Performance Measures

Any semantic web application needs to get the response
from reasoner effectively and efficiently, for that following
measures are evaluated:

• Inferred Axioms: Number of axioms retrieved after
performing reasoning. It is required to check inference
capability of reasoner.
• Query Execution Time: The time starts with executing query and ends when all query results were store
in local variable.

5.

RESULTS

Result TABLE 1 shows comparison between semantic reasoners.

5.1

Results of Anatomy domain based ontology
From Fig. 1, 2 and 3, it can be observed that Hermit performs better for all ontology. And performance of RacerPro
decreases as the knowledgebase increases. For Cell ontology
RacerPro goes in infinite state due to large number of classes
and axioms not able to handle it. Performance of FaCT++
is good for small size of knowledgebase but it also degrades
as the size increases and gives poor performance than other
reasoners. Hermit and Pellet supports large number of axioms and knowledgebase but as the number of axioms increased performance of FaCT++ and RacerPro degrades.

5.2

Results of Health domain based ontology
From fig. 4, 5 and 6, it can be observed that Hermit
performs better for all ontologies. First three ontologies of
Health domain contain ABox data that is number of individuals and can observe that as the size of ABox increases the
performance of all reasoners degrades. Hermit and Pellet
supports large number of axioms and knowledgebase, as the
number of axioms increased performance of RacerPro degrades. For Health domain based ontologies FaCT++ gives
a better performance because it can handle large number of
TBox and ABox data.

6.

CONCLUSION

From the experiential study on different domain based
ontologies we can conclude that it is very essential to understand the characteristics of reasoner before it is used
in live applications. There is no clear ”winner” reasoner
that performs well for all types of ontologies and reasoning
task, for example as shown here FaCT++ is not appropriate
for Anatomy based ontologies but it gives better results for
Health domain based ontologies than other reasoners. It is

evident from our experiments that reasoner characteristics
vary significantly when used on different domain based ontologies. The main objective of our experiments is to test
the performance of reasoners for biomedical ontologies that
is useful for developers as well as users of semantic web applications.

7.

Figure 3: Knowledge Base vs. Loading Time

FUTURE WORK

From analysis of reasoners it is required to make the ABox
consistent. For real-life applications size of ABox will be
increase and currently there is no such reasoner that can
support it. The evolutionary algorithms or inference mechanisms needs to be implemented to deal with large ABox
data and response time to user’s need. This work can be
extended by implementing efficient databases for large, scalable ontologies that can be supported with available inference engines.
Figure 4: Knowledge Base vs. Classification Time
Figure 1: Knowledge Base vs. Classification Time

Figure 5: Number of Axioms vs. Classification Time
Figure 2: Number of Axioms vs. Classification Time

Figure 6: Knowledge Base vs. Loading Time
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Table 1:COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INFERENCE ENGINE BASED ON PERFORMANCE
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